
Wednesday on any suburban street. 

 

Number 52. 

“Hey Darls, will you pour me a drink?... 

Get your boy eyes off and have a proper look. There should be some white on. What, oh meatballs 

and spaghetti. Yes, some music would be good too. Oh I don’t know . What about some Florence? 

There’s something about her voice that hits you. Sometimes she reminds me of Annie Lennox. 

Although I always thought Annie Lennox sang that song I Miss You like the Deserts Miss the Rain. So, 

maybe lots of people have voices like Annie Lennox! Watch out that water’s boiling…” 

 

Number 15A 

“What was the best part of your day?” Mum always asks us this question, we know it’s to get us 

talking, weirdly it works. 

“Well, in English today we did something interesting, which is unusual, can I have the salad? Joe, did 

you leave me any avocado. Barely? Any way, we read this bit from some Japanese guy and it was 

about memory being triggered by songs. Miss played the song …dunno something about a Wood 

somewhere, anyway that’s not the important bit. We then got to pick a song that triggered a 

memory for us and write about that. Pretty funny, cause we didn’t know that song and Miss didn’t 

know any of ours. So what song would be yours?” 

 

Number 7/101 

It’s still early and as I turn over I slide my hand across the to the other side of the bed, but Dan is 

gone. Sighing, I close my eyes and settle back under the covers, curled tightly against the cold I fall 

into a deep sleep. “Shit!” I’ve slept through the alarm and now I’ll be late for my lecture. Paul Kelly’s 

To Her Door is playing on the radio alarm clock as I kick the sheet and blankets aside. My mouth 

tastes like I imagine the bottom of a bird cage does-just before the weekly clean- and I decide water 

first, before I take my hangover into the shower. And there it is. A used syringe is sitting on the 

bench. As Paul Kelly’s voice soars, my stomach drops.  

“Mum, earth to Mum. Have you even heard anything I’ve said?” 

 

Number 32 

The tinny music of the clown mobile winds down and Andy holds his breath. Please be asleep. 

Please. Be. Asleep. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


